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Power Pack - Hydraulic Power Unit
For Tractors 30-75 PTO Horsepower

Supercharged Hydraulics for Compact Tractors...

This industrially built and designed 3-point auxillary hydraulic unit

allows you to operate tractors that don’t generate enough hydraulic

horsepower on their own.  This self-contained unit produces enough

gallons per minute allowing you to operate these hydraulically driven

attachments, thus expanding the versatility and value to your

tractor loader.

The hydraulic pump offers superior performance over any of our

competitors because it generates higher gallons per

minute and line pressure.  This allows for a wider range of

attachments to be used.

Thermostatically controlled 12 volt fan automatically

regulates oil temperature. Optional high capacity oil

cooler maintains proper oil temperature with low pressure

loss, extending the life of the components. Internal bypass

valve protects the cooler from over pressurizing.

25 gallon, heavy-duty,
11 gauge steel tank
equipped with internal
baffle that helps cool
and condition
the oil

Conveniently located
drain hole allows for
easy changing of oil

3,000 p.s.i. pressure relief valve
protects system components
from pressure spikes.

Oversized 10 micron in-tank
filter protects system from
contamination while
maximizing performance.
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AVAILABLE OPTIONS STANDARD SPECIFICATIONS

Industrial High Performance Oil Cooler - Add $995 HP15 15 GPM @ 3000 psi 30-43 PTO HP Range
HP20 20 GPM @ 3000 psi 44-53 PTO HP Range
HP24 24 GPM @ 3000 psi 54-75 PTO HP Range
PTO Input 540 RPM at Pump
Hitch Category 1 & 2
Planetary Gear Box Industrial
Gear Pump High Pressure
Reservoir Capacity (gallons) 25
In-line Return Filter 10 micron
Tank Construction (steel) 11 ga.
Case Drain
Pressure Relief Valve    
Hydraulic Hoses & Fittings
Oil Level Sight Gauge
Adjustable Storage Stands

“Be alert and of sober mind. Your enemy the devil prowls around like a
roaring lion looking for someone to devour.”  Peter 5:8

Convenient,
3-position storage legs
allow for easy hookup

and storage

Category
1 & 2 Hitch

is Quick Hitch
compatible

Convenient sight gauge
allows for quick and easy

checking of oil level

Standard 3/4” hoses are
rated for 3,000 psi from
pump to front of loader

Built-in mounting brackets for
optional Oil Cooler

Heavy-duty industrial
gearbox and pump
maximizes the flow
rate and pressure,
generating 3,000 psi

Power Pack
HP15 - #900900
HP20 - #900901
HP24 - #900902
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